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ABSTRACT

Current practice in software engineering suggests a radical change in perspective: where once stood fixed teams of people following a development plan, now stand just-in-time Dynamic Networked Organizations (DyNOs), adopting a common flexible strategy for development, rather than a plan. This shift in perspective has gone relatively unnoticed by current software engineering research. This paper offers a glimpse at what processes and instruments lie beyond “current” software engineering research, where studying emergent DyNOs, their creation and steering becomes critical. To understand the underpinnings of this evolution, we explored a simple yet vivid scenario from real-life industrial practice. Using scenario analysis we elicited a number of social and organizational requirements in working with DyNOs. Also, comparing our evidence with literature, we made some key observations. First, managing DyNOs makes organizational requirements a first-class entity for development success. Second, research in software engineering should be invested in understanding and governing the DyNOs behind the software lifecycle.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.7.2 [Organizations]: Miscellaneous; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—Programming teams, Software quality assurance, Software process models, Life cycle

General Terms
Theory, Management, social Factors

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The state of practice suggests that software engineering is now in the hands of many organisations, producing software in a networked fashion. Outsourcing [17], Open-Source Software Foundations [4] and Global Software Engineering (GSE) [9] are examples of how organizations constantly network with others to produce software. Moreover, the increase of scale and dynamicity of markets force these networked organizations to emerge and adapt extremely rapidly to organisational changes during the software lifecycle (e.g. employee or organizations turnover). The result is a dynamic networked organization (DyNO) reacting extremely rapidly to changes (in the internal structure or surrounding context). Organizations in the DyNO cooperate following a development strategy (i.e. a high-level plan in conditions of uncertainty), rather than sharing a plan (i.e. a fixed set of actions in pursuit of a certain goal). For example, we witnessed first-hand many small and medium enterprises (SMEs) team-up very dynamically and extremely rapidly, to share efforts during GSE, strategically agreeing development increments every step of the way. What results is a DyNO [25] of SMEs, able to adapt quickly (e.g. by including additional partners) as more requirements fluidly emerge from the development context.

The implications behind this dynamism are vast and need to be studied if future software engineering is to be successful. First, new coordination and steering needs are beyond the common principles and practices, e.g. in GSE [7, 24]. For example, coordination would require a shared vision and agreement on software architectures, while corporate policies would otherwise protect them as secrets from more open collaborators (e.g. open-source communities). Also, the social and socio-technical implications [2] in the scenario are far from clear. For example, on-the-fly collaboration could leave open “skill holes” when terminated, this could lead to maintenance problems in the future (since the skills are not in the community anymore).
In this paper we explore a real-life industrial scenario in which a DyNO was crafted and continuously evolved during software engineering. From the scenario we elicited social and organizational requirements. Then, comparing with reference models (e.g. 3C model [22]) from current software engineering research and practice, we made three key observations. First, managing DyNOs requires explicit engineering of organizational requirements [20], i.e. the set of social and organizational needs that shape the organizational structure [25] behind the software lifecycle. These requirements can only be satisfied through continuous evolution [11] of the networked organization [26, 27].

Second, current software engineering research is focused on understanding software lifecycle problems [19, 6], rather disregarding the governance of the DyNOs lurking behind. Third, two processes are critical for managing DyNOs: creation and adaptation for continuous evolution. Both processes introduce many unexplored challenges and factors for GSE and software engineering in general [18].

We conclude that software engineering is on the brink of an evolution. The evolution features just-in-time DyNOs for software development, e.g. using SMEs as part of a “virtual enterprise” [15]. Much research is needed to understand and support the social and organizational underpinnings of this evolution.

2. PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK

We carried out work in the understanding of dynamic communities of developers working in GSE [24, 23, 26]. In previous work we explored the state of the art in social networks and organizations literature [25]. These works were a necessary step to understanding communities working in global software [26]. Also, many studies in GSE revolve around social community aspects. For example, distance limits informal communication within global communities [1], which in turn impedes the building of trust in virtual teams [5]. This limits the degree to which implicit knowledge is shared among teams, and interferes with the ability to solve process issues [8, 13]. Temporal distance also results in delays, e.g. in responding to inquiries or delivery. This can lead to incorrect assumptions and again, mistrust among teams due to perception of lack of commitment [10]. Language and cultural distance can cause technical misunderstandings of goals, tasks and requirements, and inhibit developers’ awareness [6] and the formation of trust.

Moreover, there are several frameworks that we used as a reference to interpret what we found in our scenario. For example, we compared our results with organizational styles from open-source communities [4, 21]. Also, we considered concepts from Ultra Large Scale (ULS) systems theory [16], e.g. [12]. In [12] the authors offered a lens to understand many of the complexities emerging in our scenario. In addition, distributed and multi-site governance models [14] uncovered the implications for governance in a distributed setting. We used these models to interpret the novelties of our dynamic networked organization scenario. Finally, collaboration reference models, e.g. the 3C model from [22], offers a valuable map to understand the variables and requirements in distributed collaboration and communication.

3. CASE STUDY

This section outlines our case scenario and offers details on the DyNO involved. Then, this section introduces the organizational and social challenges involved in the scenario (e.g. the higher requirements for trust and visibility of tasks and tasks dependencies). Finally, the section introduces the organizational network evolution that was triggered by said challenges (e.g. negotiating shared business processes).

We investigated an organizational scenario from one of our industrial partners, an SME by the name of ArchiXL. To gather needed data, we used a focus group involving two project managers responsible for the project at hand. Through an open, semi-structured discussion we gathered evidence describing ArchiXL’s development scenario featuring DyNOs. Second, we analysed results through factor and scenario analysis. Finally, we operated systematic mappings between data and current literature (see Section 2).

The scenario discusses the design and implementation of a semantic wiki, including the migration of existing content to a semantic structure and the design and implementation of innovative user interaction, i.e. the ways in which all possible end-users might want to exploit the deployed system. In its most “crowded” iteration the development DyNO involved 4 different organizations, in addition to 2 client organizations. All organizations were different in expertise and location. The minimum distance between organizations was in the order of tens of km, while the maximum distance spanned two continents.

The goals of the client were as follows: (a) revise the current version of the encyclopaedia using a semantic-wiki based technology; (b) improve the diversity and quality of user interactions with the encyclopaedia.

The project rolled out in three phases:

1. **Project Goal Analysis (approx. 1 month):** ArchiXL and clients discussed the project mission to identify objectives and agree on a project strategy. From this phase, an important organizational quality requirement emerged, namely missing expertise in Interaction Design [32]. This required ArchiXL to include an additional organization with the required expertise in the “development network” at the start of phase 1.

2. **Requirements analysis and solution design (2.5 months):** In a series of face-to-face workshops, the user interaction and the solution architecture were designed. About half of the workshops focused on interaction design and were led by the organization that was added as a result of phase 1. The other half of the workshops focused on the architecture of the system-to-be and were led by ArchiXL. From this phase, additional organizational requirements emerged, most notably the need to scale up development workforce, to gain expertise in Javascript, and to get on board additional expertise in the area of animation design.

3. **Software Development (9.5 Months):** ArchiXL kicked-off this development phase after the involvement of two additional partners: (1) Animation Specialists Organization; (2) Development Support Organization.

Fig. 1 depicts the process through which the DyNO grew across the two phases of ArchiXL’s project. Initially, clients
and ArchiXL sat to define the scope, objectives and budget for the project. A flexible development strategy and agenda was defined, to determine the increments needed for development. Also, a series of organizational requirements caused the addition of multiple partners at different points in time within the development agenda. Finally, emerging organizational requirements (employee turnover) caused modifications to the organizational structure in some organizations (e.g. Organizations 1 and 3 changed employees).

3.1 Social and Organizational Challenges

This section outlines the key social and organizational challenges we identified studying our case scenario. The following list elaborates on the social and organisational features emerging from the scenario (highlighted in bold):

- The development problem was extremely dynamic, i.e. featuring extremely innovative requirements with unclear and dynamic definitions. These requirements called for many skills in organizations other than ArchiXL. In addition, requirements were impossible to fully specify beforehand. Equally, requirements were explorative in nature (i.e. featuring unforeseen conditions and potential system users). This required the definition of a flexible development agenda or strategy, rather than a fixed plan. This caused distress and skepticism in the clients who expected a classic fixed “plan” with milestones and deliverables. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “We divided the beast in iterations. In each we drew what we would be doing. For the first it was very clear, for the second it was somewhat clear, for the third one it was pretty much vague, and so on. So for each iteration we had a strategy on how to pursue the global mission, say - this has to be done, and this and this. The customer in the very beginning didn’t really like that, they wanted a plan. They wanted to have a well-laid plan, with a timeline and day-to-day schedule. We were able to convince that that was not the right approach for this project.”.

- Again, the nature of the project required the adoption of agile methods (e.g. bi-weekly plenary sessions, reflection on bi-weekly increments, task-centric development). This choice was forced by two critical organizational requirements: (a) common vision on the project shared by all organizations in the development network; (b) mutual trust among organizations involved. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “Even though we had time issues, budget issues, we never ran into quality issues. Because that’s the one thing that we really fixed and all agreed on. We would never diminish any of the quality no matter what, and everyone agreed on that. And everyone accepted that if more effort had to be put in, that was actually a calculated risk. That had to be done”.

- The many organizations involved and the emerging organizational requirements rapidly resulted in a complex DyNO, long before any software code was written or design specifications worked out. This complexity forced ArchiXL to use the DyNO as a constraint to design the system. Moreover, requirements were extremely dynamic and definitely not clear right from the start. This forced social and organizational ripple effects to be handled on-the-fly. “the project had many requirements with expertise that we don’t have, like JavaScript for example - and it was a lot of work! This was the trigger to start looking for collaborators. The absence of all the needed organizations and people right from the start, I suspect was one of the main problems that we faced. We discovered this [the complete set of organizational needs] too late. If we had been able to have all organisations at the same table from the very beginning, when we were still defining what the project would look like, our life would have been easier”.

- The project had an extremely tight budget and timeline. All contracted third-party organizations were hired on a fixed-price basis. Scope, budget, time and quality constraints were fixed as well and were agreed upon signing of contract. Consequently, risks in the analysed project were extremely high. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “Mind you, the scoping and
money were made clear upon agreements. And by doing that, organizations accepted a certain type of risk that they couldn’t pull through the project”. Rather than demoralising the networked organization, each SME involved was pulled by its pride to deliver expected quality under the agreed circumstances and constraints. Engagement across the whole network was kept high by this pride component. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “I just recall the quote from one of the developers organizations, with a sort of spread of enthusiasm and pride saying - I don’t know how you managed but you kept me engaged and working late to pursue my goals. These small organizations are very focused at what they do. And they also have a sense of pride, sort of personal loyalty to what’s the project. And that kept the project going”.

• Every time a new organization was included in the DyNO, it had a different level of information and understanding on the project. As part of the inclusion within the DyNO, all organisations negotiated a new business process (i.e. a set of activities by all involved participants) for the DyNO. The process of negotiation made the project extremely fragile and volatile. In this negotiation, each organisation was forced to put away its domain-specific cookbook. This caused disagreement and distress, every time the DyNO “adapted”. Quoting from our focus group minutes: “[With every new partner] It took three to four weeks for every one to be at the same level of information. This period was tricky, at any point in this time we could have lost the project. A new partner would obviously initially lack the knowledge that had been shared and generated earlier in the project. Perhaps due to this, some would also bring with them a way of working that they were used to and which they assumed would fit this project too - which was not always the case. They expected to work with those and resisted the change forced by the innovation in our scenario. They were stuck on their cookbook. As soon as they let go of their way of working and what they thought was the right approach. And we leaned back a little bit and started thinking together what would be the right approach in this scenario, things started to get smoother”.

3.2 Ad-Hoc Organizational Practices

The description above elaborates on a rather vivid networked organization. This organization required for the adoption of ad-hoc practices to handle both complexity and fragility. Fig. 2 depicts the practices adopted and the effects they caused on the networked organization.

First, rather than designing a software architecture from functional/non-functional requirements (“classic” approach), ArchiXL used a “Conway in reverse” approach. Conway’s Law [3] was used as an explicit software design constraint. Investigating organizational requirements first, ArchiXL used these explicitly to finalise the organisational structure and then use this to drive the definition of the software architecture. This allowed to smoothly organise the network and allocate tasks to skills effectively [18].

Second, all organizations involved were networked with each other and involved in each other’s work through a shared, task-centric view. This transformed them from a set of loose organizational silos into a mesh of collaborative partner nodes. This increased collaboration and engagement across the network. This was key to increasing mutual trust.

Third, a task-centric view was adopted to divide work among collaborating participants in the networked organization. The task-centric view was shared among all participants and updated real-time. This allowed all partners to be aware and view all concurrent tasks allocated to fellow companies, thus increasing trust across the network.

Fourth, the networked organization inherited many agile practices from the Scrum way of working [29] (e.g. bi-weekly plenary meetings). These were mostly used to reflect and collaboratively solve tasks that could not be tackled in their allotted timeframe.

Fifth, finally, the flexible iterative development agenda was revisited bi-weekly, upgraded and agreed upon during reflection meetings. The networked organization agreed on the shared agenda increment. This allowed a plan to emerge spontaneously as the project unfolded.

4. DISCUSSION: WHAT LIES BEYOND?

To analyse our results we elicited a list of requirements from our scenario and operated a preliminary mapping with collaboration and governance frameworks from software engineering and GSE research [22, 14, 12]. As a result, we made initial observations and remarks (see Sect. 4.2). In addition, we compared with traditional software engineering approaches and evaluated the key differences.

4.1 Requirements in Developing with DyNOs

Social and organizational requirements evident in our scenario are summarised on Table 1. Column 1 and 2 provide requirements label and name, respectively. Column 3 elaborates a description, based on the evidence from our case scenario.

4.2 Observations and Remarks

To evaluate the dynamicity in our scenario on the three key dimensions for GSE projects, we mapped our requirements with the model from [22] (see Fig. 3 - square boxes contain our requirements labels from Table 1). More specifically, a requirement was mapped to a 3C model concept if the challenge represented by the requirement fell under that concept according to our industrial contacts. The 3C model states that three basic activities are dominant in (networked) organizations and their operations for software production: (a) communication with peers to realise organizational activities; (b) coordination of activities and tasks to achieve planned business goals; (c) cooperation on tasks that require concurrent and shared work/expertise. Underpinning these dominant activities is awareness [6], i.e. the perceived understanding of the current organizational state. The mapping in Figure 3 shows that DyNOs introduce many challenges for concepts in the 3C model. We made two observations. First, dynamicity in our scenario required ArchiXL to refine governance across all dimensions of the 3C model. New organizational requirements produced three effects: (a) compounded previous requirements, further complicating awareness maintenance across the development network; (b) required additional cooperation on new interdependent tasks; (c) required making explicit task-dependencies to aid coordination. More research is needed on all the above effects. For example, the best practices we elicited from ArchiXL’s sce-
### Table 1: Social and Organizational Requirements for DyNOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Requirement Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
<td>DyNOs feature a complex and rapidly changing organisational structure. The structure must be made explicit through abstractions that allow measurement and adaptation. To instrument adaptation for DyNOs, the connected organizational requirements need to be managed explicitly, to ensure project success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
<td>Organizational structures are generated through organizational (i.e. socio-technical) decisions that match organizational requirements. Therefore, organizational requirements need to drive the software process. Also requirements and decisions taken to match them, need to be tracked much like common software projects keep track of software requirements and architecture decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traceability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Task-Centric Project</td>
<td>New and changing quality requirements necessitate cooperation on old and new tasks, to be shared across the development network. Visualising and (re-)allocating tasks and task dependencies is imperative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Reflection and Strategy</td>
<td>DyNOs are incompatible with &quot;classic&quot; project plans [28]. DyNOs need to agree on a schedule of fixed meetings and strategy in which to devise and divide work in a more agile and adaptable way. For example, ArchiXL used reflection meetings to decide work flexibly every iteration (see Fig 1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for Incremental Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Awareness Maintenance</td>
<td>Awareness maintenance must become part of product maintenance procedures and costs. Maintaining awareness high across the development network makes sure that the networked organization stays agile and is able to react to new and changing organizational requirements. For example ArchiXL fostered trust in partners by granting open-access to task information and work distribution across the network (see Fig 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Ad-Hoc Business Process</td>
<td>DyNOs can reach success only by acting as an organized whole. In so doing, members of DyNOs agree on a shared business process to enact for development. For example, ArchiXL agreed on a shared business process with newcom ing partners (see Sect. 3.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Open-Source-Like Community</td>
<td>DyNOs exhibit many similarities with open-source communities. Pride, engagement and commitment to the project become a much stronger pull than delivery or contract value. These community aspects need to be fostered. For example, ArchiXL used reflection meetings and other practices from agile methods to foster engagement (see Sect. 3.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Core-Periphery Structure</td>
<td>DyNOs exhibit a core-periphery structure [14]. This needs to be made explicit and supported throughout the project lifecycle. For example, ArchiXL as core contributor, used a task-centric view to visualize the distributed division of work with collaborating organizations (see Fig 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open-Teams Support</td>
<td>DyNOs work as an organised whole, rather than a sum of loosely cooperating parts with tight decoupling. For example in ArchiXL, tasks were shared and incremental plans drawn and rethought at every iteration. Also, the organizational structure was adapted at every iteration (see Sect. 3.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open-Teams Support</td>
<td>DyNOs need to prepare for the flexible implementation of both systems and organizational requirements. For example, ArchiXL was facing the presence of ever-evolving organizational and functional requirements. Both types of requirements needed explicit addressing (e.g. by adapting the DyNO and the system under development).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>Organizational and Systems</td>
<td>DyNOs are not assembled for every type of project. For example, ArchiXL was facing the presence of ever-evolving organizational and functional requirements. Both types of requirements needed explicit addressing. This and similar explorative scenarios likely require DyNOs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>Explorative Requirements</td>
<td>DyNOs likely work for the design and development of innovative, user-centric systems. These systems involve tackling a wider nature of requirements. For example, ArchiXL specifically mentioned that the client was trying to address emerging end-user needs with very specific and demanding characteristics. This forced ArchiXL and its partners to forget their classic cook-book and think up new ways to elicit and satisfy requirements from both the customer and the end-users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>User-Centric Development</td>
<td>DyNOs require the use of the Conway effect [3], in an explicit way. A clear picture of the organizational structure emerging in the networked organization must be used to drive the definition of workable software architectures. For example, in ArchiXL, some architecture decisions were explicitly dictated by division-of-work and work dependency requirements (see Fig 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>Explicit Conway</td>
<td>DyNOs require mechanisms to support the creation, visualization and continuous adaptation of networked organizations. Dynamic internal and external change can trigger network adaptation (e.g. by requiring the inclusion of additional partners). Change needs to be tracked and visualised to increase awareness. Effects produced on the DyNO and the assigned lifecycle need to be tracked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>DyNO Creation and Continuous</td>
<td>DyNOs feature a complex and rapidly changing organisational structure. The structure must be made explicit through abstractions that allow measurement and adaptation. To instrument adaptation for DyNOs, the connected organizational requirements need to be managed explicitly, to ensure project success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nario can be further studied to determine their effectiveness in similar scenarios. Second, ArchiXL figured out quickly that agile methods produced two key benefits: (a) reflection sessions at the end of every iteration helped in reasoning on new organizational requirements for next iterations, i.e. to refine the development strategy; (b) frequent meetings helped increasing and maintaining high awareness across the DyNO, i.e. helped in awareness management. This suggests that the rise of agile methods in industrial practice could be due to an increased need for handling DyNOs.

Also, to understand the structural requirements resulting from our scenario, we compared with frameworks from [14] and [12]. This comparison revealed that DyNOs need visualisation and explicit support to emergent core-periphery organizational structures. However, visualisation and explicit support should model organizations, abstracting from the social network underneath. This entails developing task-centric and organizations-aware models to divide labour across a distributed development network. Task dependencies and automated task-progress tracking must be developed to support development with DyNOs.

Many requirements from our list however, cannot immediately map on the 3C model or the other literature we considered. This suggests that the “organization” concept is a pervasive and implicit inhabitant of the 3C model. Some uncharted research paths lie ahead. For example, from R10 and R11, how can DyNOs be made to function even though organizational requirements are not clear ahead of start? Also, from R11, what is an ideal Explorative Requirements Engineering approach to be used in DyNOs? or, from R14, how does the practice of software architecting change in response to the continuous (co-)evolution of its DyNO?

4.3 Key Differences with Traditional Software Engineering

Comparing the operations of DyNOs with traditional approaches we identified four key differences.

First, traditional engineering approaches use incremental-iterative development of requirements or tasks. For example, in agile methods incremental and iterative task-solving is used to carry out development. Conversely, DyNOs have no

Figure 2: DyNOs management practices in our scenario.

reference process model. Rather the process emerges dynamically, based on organizational requirements that alternate their way during development. For example, ArchiXL switched between classic plan-based iterative/incremental development with a flexible task-based agenda to accommodate new organizational requirements. Also, DyNOs combine incremental and iterative approaches with what can be called paused-execution development, i.e. stop developing tasks when people collectively understand that coordination is too difficult in the current state.

Second, DyNOs start their operation following a Reverse-Conway regime. Following this regime means studying the organizational structure strengths, weaknesses opportunities and threats to infer architecture and coordination requirements. This also means that DyNOs’ initial configuration almost becomes the software architecture. For example, ArchiXL chose to draw and allocate tasks and their dependencies explicitly following the organizational boundaries and their characteristics.

Third, traditional software engineering organizations are not required to change the internal development business process. DyNOs negotiate ad-hoc business processes shared among participants. The process is built ad-hoc and adapted as needed. For example, ArchiXL and partners needed to renegotiate the business process currently in place, every time a new partner was added to the network.

Figure 3: 3C Model from [22], as mapped with our requirements.
Fourth, traditional software engineering is planned and organised around a clear vision of the system to be developed. DyNOS first require eliciting organizational-social structure needs. For example, ArchiXL started development before having a clear vision of needed organizational needs. This forced a paused-execution, to backtrack organizational needs and use them to increase the development network.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper explores a real-life scenario in which a dynamic networked organization, which we call a DyNO, was created by SMEs to collaboratively work on a GSE project. We analysed available data eliciting a list of social and organizational requirements. Comparing these requirements with frameworks for collaboration and governance revealed some initial observations. For example, numerous unexplored venues for research beyond current software engineering and GSE. Also, the organization and organizational requirements for software projects seem to be an absent inhabitant of the 3C model from [22]. We conclude that additional research must be invested in how software engineering is carried out using DyNOS in continuous dynamic evolution. Finally, new requirements engineering and design techniques are need to cope with functional-/non-functional as well as organizational requirements for engineering with DyNOS. These new techniques, as evidenced by our case scenario, are essential for development success.
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